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AESOP Reconciliation Job Aid 

Reconciliation in AESOP should occur weekly.  The reconciliation process ensures that accounting codes are 
chosen if the circumstance calls for this, it also ensures the proper type of leave is recorded AND it will reduce 
the amount of sub miss-match records that are reported by Payroll each month.  Please do not wait until 
payroll is due to complete your reconciliation process.   

These instructions will demonstrate one example of AESOP reconciliation. 

1. Log into AESOP and look for the reconciliation button, then click on it. 

 

 
2. Select a date range for reconciliation, then click search.  Once your dates appear, click on the expand arrow (>) 

for the week you want to work with. 
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3. The week will be displayed by day, select a day to reconcile by clicking the reconcile button. 

 

 

4. All absences or vacancies for the day selected will be displayed.  You will need to verify the absence reason or 
vacancy reason for each employee.  Make any changes that are necessary.  If an absence or vacancy requires an 
accounting code (indicated by the note *UseAcct* or *Choose Accounting Code*), make sure the correct code 
has been entered.  If no code has been entered, use the pull down to select the correct code. 

 

a. Codes will be provided to you by the department funding the sub, either on the Request for Professional 
Leave form (HR-F530) or via an email.  Contact the funding department if you have not been provided 
with the accounting code. 
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b. If the code you need is NOT listed, email Kate Schum in Human Resources KSchum@WashoeSchools.net 

 

 

5. When all absences and vacancies are accurate, click Reconcile All. 
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Resources 
• HR-F530 Request for Professional Leave 
• Absence and Vacancy Reasons 
• Timekeeping Definitions 
• Video Tutorial: Reconciling Absences and Vacancies 
• http://www.washoeschools.net/Page/5431 

 

 
Contacts: Sub Services: 

• Kate Schum, 348-0325, KSchum@WashoeSchools.net 
• Jody Hilton, 348-0233, JHilton@washoeschools.net 
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